
Zeeman Effect

The Zeeman effect is the 
split of a spectral line into 
several components in the 
presence of a magnetic 
field. It is analogous to the 
Stark effect, the splitting of 
a spectral line into several 
components in the presence 
of an electric field. 



http://www.pha.jhu.edu/~rt19/hydro/node10.html
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Zeeman splitting first detected in 21-cm absorption 
(Verschuur 1969); later seen in emission, too (Heiles 1982)

Also has been observed in OH 18 cm line; 6 cm H2CO
to derive B and  n (HI)



Note: For an isotropically contracting cloud with a 
“frozen-in” magnetic field, 

Mouschovias (1983) Adv. Space Res. 2, 71





Troland & Heiles (1986) ApJ, 301, 339



Crutcher 1999, ApJ, 520, 706

Slope =0.47 +/- 0.08



Polarized Starlight

Magnetic field in the ISM first discerned by linearly 
polarized starlight (~1%) (Hiltner 1949 and Hall 1949)

It is thought that the partial polization of starlight is 
produced by elongated dust grains aligned by magnetic 
fields in the ISM (see a review by Lazarian astro-ph 
0003314 “Physics of Grain Alignment”)
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Chandrashkhar
atmosphere of 

early type stars  
should produce 
polarization due 
to electron 
scattering

Polarization of 
eclipsing binary 
WR stars 
polarization does 
not change with 
orbital phase

Polarization 
therefore must 
be of ISM origin





Plasma Frequency
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An external 
electric field



This is called the plasma frequency

Index of refraction

…for which the wave number

Electrons cannot follow 

Electrons follow the motion
absorption no propagation



• Metal ---νp ~ 1015 Hz, i.e., in UV region; so metal 
absorbs EM waves until UV, i.e., transparent to UV 
radiation

• Earth’s ionosphere --- ne depends on height; 
at H=300 km, ne~105-106, νp ~ 107 Hz, λ~30 m

cf. shortwave radio signals get reflected by 
ionosphere

• ISM --- ne~ a few, νp ~ 104 Hz (very low), so 
usually ν >> νp transmission ok



Pulsar Dispersion

Shape of the same pulse varies with freq.



Every pulsar is different.



Pulses propagate at the group velocity, which is 
frequency dependent.



ds L obs

pulsar

Pulse traveling time =

Traveling time frequency

Signal arrives earlier at a higher 
frequency.

Dispersion Measure
(DM) [cm-3 pc]; 
typically 10-200



This gives DM ne along the line of sight
Δτ

Slope ~ DM

Observed <ne> ~ 0.03 to 
0.08 cm-3

In MHz

Alternatively, one can assume 
ne and estimate the distance. λ2 ~ 1/ν2

In fact, ne varies along the line of sight scintillation 
(terrestrial, ISM, IGM)  
Atmosphere: 1”
ISM: 1 mas



|b| < 2 2-5 5-10 10-30 30-90
DM 142 60 59 37 13

Dispersion measure of the ISM from observations of 60 pulsars for 
various intervals of Galactic latitude b (from Scheffler & Elsässer 1987 
based on Pottasch 1974)

http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/~pulsar/l



Faraday Rotation

What if there is magnetic field?

The effect in which the plane of polarization of an 
EM wave is rotated under the influence of a magnetic 
field parallel to the direction of propagation

B different nr different phase velocity for 2 
opposite circular polarizations (linear polarization 
with a specific position angle) PA rotates

In ISM, ω (~108 Hz) >> ωp (~104 Hz) >> ωB (~10 Hz)



original change



Rotation Measure

RM=

ds [pc]; ne [cm-3]; B [Gauss]; λ[m]; φ[radian] 

Note:  



Slope ~ RM

φ

B

pol

Radio source 
with linear 
polarization, 
e.g., pulsars

Different PA at 
different wavelengths

plasma

λ2 ~ 1/ν2

For polarized pulsars for which DMs are known

For galaxies, guess ne and get B
e.g., B(Vela) ~ 0.8 μG



Local field cancellation
Zeeman splitting, which also measures B//, favors high 

HI column density and narrow line width cold H I 
clouds

Faraday rotation samples ionized regions


